DATA SECURITY
In addition to the usual security these two models can
be equipped withfunctions such as User ID and
Password. The models can feature a Data Security kit
for data encryptionand elimination of data from the
Hard Disk on job completion. A UG30 device can be
installed to create PDF files (using Adobe Reader 5.0
higher) with 128-bit encryption, which can be
transmitted over the network and read only by users
with an authorised access key.

CONNECTIVITY
Installation in networked environments allows the printer
and colour scanner functions to be shared by multiple
workstations, optimising print queues.
Remote management of the finishing units means users
can produce finished documents in a range of formats,
from A6 to A3, without leaving their desks.
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PRACTICALITY
The Olivetti d-Copia 2500MF and d-Copia 3000MF
feature a series of practical utilities to facilitate machine
management. They include an intuitive control panel
with document Preview function, and on-line help,
whose console-guided procedure explains the operating
functions of both models, simply and clearly, in a variety
of languages (6 standard languages, plus 1 optional).
Automatic recognition of mixed formats makes
the selection of copy settings quick and easy.

MODULARITY
The Olivetti d-Copia 2500MF and d-Copia 3000MF
are based on a copier architecture offering standard
network print and scan functions, as well as
support for the cost-effective Internet Fax service
to enable users to implement a network fax
capability at any time.
All functions can be enhanced with additional
modules to tailor their performance to specific user
needs. Paper management options include two
finishing units, a duplex automatic document feed,
two additional 500-sheet paper trays, a job separator
tray and a work table.

PRODUCTIVITY
These digital multi-functional systems are designed to
rationalise office workflow, compatible with the latest
technological innovations.
The Receive function (multi-task) supports simultaneous
processing of print and fax jobs, which are queued
in output.
The Send function (multi-send) provides document
scanning and direct transmission to multiple addresses
via the Address book, which stores PC, fax and mail
addresses for Scan-to-PC, Scan-to-Fax and Scan-to-Email
procedures. The Preview function helps users check
for errors by displaying previews of scans and copies.
The powerful 80 GB hard disk files documents in
Custom Box mode, Job Box mode and Polling mode.

Documents can also be printed directly from USB
memory sticks, avoiding the need for a PC.
SAVINGS
Technological innovation and superior performance,
together with the use of long-lasting consumables,
make these models synonymous with reliability
and reduction of waste.
Both devices are equipped with a 300,000-page
drum and 20,000-page mono-component toner.

ERGONOMICS
Great care has been given to ergonomic considerations.
Innovative pressure handles make the paper trays easy
to open. The tiltable console, which can be angled up
to 35 degrees, avoid aggravating light reflections on the
display, improve menu legibility and allow seated users
to operate the devices.

The compact protruberance-free footprint permits
installation also in narrow spaces.
Function LEDs on the front of the machine indicate
data reception status and alert the user to faults or
errors requiring immediate intervention.
The internal paper tray is always visible for
continuous output control.
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Remote management of the finishing units means users
can produce finished documents in a range of formats,
from A6 to A3, without leaving their desks.
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